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Celebrating Electrade’s silver 
anniversary

July 1st 2017 saw MPE’s distributor in Germany, Electrade GmbH, 
reach the 25th anniversary of its incorporation, a signifi cant 
milestone in any company’s history.  

Established in 1992, Electrade – based at Gräfelfi ng, 1km west 
of Munich, and with offi ces in Frankfurt-am-Main and Hannover 
– handles sales of high-technology products such as electronics 
materials, connectors, sensors, transducers and instrumentation 
from leading manufacturers that neatly complement MPE’s 
solutions in many areas.

Appointed by MPE as its distributor for Germany in June 2013 
for both standard and customised products, Electrade has a 
broad customer base encompassing areas such as aerospace, 
defence, process control, transport, test and measurement, EMC 
and shielding, information and communications technology (ICT) 
and medical equipment.

So, to mark this silver anniversary, on 28th July Electrade 
celebrated with its staff and key supply partners. David 
Seabury and John Jephcott from MPE attended and, along with 
approximately 40 other guests, were treated to a day of activities 
in and around the Garmisch-Partenkirchen region.

Firstly visiting the historic Ettal Abbey brewery, where Benedictine 
monks have been brewing beers for over 400 years, guests were 
treated to a guided tour by the head brewer. Following a lunch 
taken at the Ludwig der Bayer restaurant in Ettal, the afternoon 
was then spent touring the opulent Linderhof Palace, built in 
1886 and originally a residence of King Ludwig II during the 
19th century. The evening saw the celebrations continue at the 
Goldene Gans restaurant in Pasing.

MPE presented Electrade with an anniversary gift comprising 
a bottle of fi ne wine and a newspaper dating from the day of 
Electrade’s incorporation.

John Jephcott of MPE commented: “It was an excellent day of 
cultural activities, but what was most pleasurable was to witness 
the warmth and friendship between Electrade and suppliers, 
some of whom have been partners for almost all of Electrade’s 
25-year history.”
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Electrade’s staff and suppliers celebrate the company’s 
25th anniversary at the Linderhof Palace, in south-
western Bavaria near Ettal Abbey

Dieter Mühlberger, Managing Director of Electrade 
GmbH, describes the local history and architecture to 
his guests
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